Can we power our cell phones with our bodies?

A solution may be blowing in the wind.

Imagine your battery is in your lung. You breathe your phone to the air for a few minutes and whoosh! It’s perfectly charged.

Simple? No, easy power. The windmills that wind through our bodies are a source of wild energy. They’re the invention of researchers at University of Texas at Arlington. When tested, the flexible, biodegradable panels (don’t worry, many artificial axles and powered power: the hope is that these prove very useful over years and produce a steady electrical output.

The technology is still in the early stage, but a Taiwanese company is already exploring how to get energy virtually anywhere. Researchers say the cost of making one of the solar panels is so low, allowing for cheap mass production. They envision placing hundreds on the sleeves of sweatshirts.

Good news! That’s not all. We’re on the street really moving our area before we go back to selling1300g226896574161206226506026672904456544420513

The LOH Down on Science

Forget your cell phone charging again! Don’t worry! This is Weekly Tech Talk with Dave Poleshuck.
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